
          
     

From: 
To: FN-OMB-IntellectualProperty 
Subject: I am Twiztd Truth and would like to express my opinion. 
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2010 7:41:38 PM 

Form details below. 

First Name: Twiztd 
Last Name: Truth 
Email: 
Telephone: 5555555555 
Comments: I\'m already weary of the US government for many reasons and beyond selling us out to the 
global bankers and that is privacy and rights being trampled. I knew we were screwed when the Patriot 
Act was put into place which is totally against the Constitution which only reveals how both parties are 
progressives and definitely not Constitutionalists but more socialist. I understand that to a degree there 
should be some regulation of copywrites and intellectual property ownership but organizations like 
BayTSP in California are already going to far in attempts to get information on alleged copywrite 
infringements. The government imposing any more laws or tactics to destroy American\'s freedom and 
privacy will only become more anti government resentment and rebellion. Imposing more and more 
laws and rules has proven in history to only cause more and new problems. If let\'s say a movie is 
valuable and we the consumer are told how great it is and hyped by millions of dollar!
 s to buy it and we do but the movie sucks, who loses? The consumer does. Same for software. If we 
are told how great this piece of software is and can do everything we want and then we the consumer 
buy it and it sucks then who loses? I don\'t the consumer is even brought into the equation except how 
to get every last dime out of our hands. With that said I know for a fact many wont buy a dvd or bluray 
movie unless they have seen it already and know it\'s good. Most movies coming out today are lame 
and lack any real depth. I know many who see a pirated copy and enjoy that movie and know it\'s one 
they can watch many times and still enjoy they buy it because they want perfect quality. Same goes for 
music. I guarantee that many artists have grown in popularity by some of their songs being heard by 
people that otherwise wouldn\'t have heard through piracy. Maybe these movie makers should give 
money back guarantees on their product and people would be less likely to pirate and m!
 ore likely to buy under those conditions. I have spent easily hundreds
 if not thousands of dollars on dvd\'s and most of them sucked. I no longer buy unless I can watch at 
someone else\'s house 1st that has bought it. Maybe the movie makers should give out longer trailers or 
possibly the 1st 20 minutes of the movie to entice people that enjoy it so far to go out and buy it. 
Anyways the future is all bluray and with the size of a bluray disk which is 5-6 times as much data as a 
dvd, why would people not buy what would take forever to download? And if you want the besst 
possible resolution you can get, an encoded lower quality of that bluray is not good enough. That\'s the 
future and that in it\'s self will reduce piracy of movies by shear size. 
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